
8 Hundred Years : rom the NGMA Collection. 

Working Notes for the Exhibition. 

Due to renovations in the National Gallery and other spatial contingencies this exhibition has opened in two 
phases--the more contemporary part, titled Re- Yiew 1930-1993, opened in February 1994 in the upper 
galleries. In July 1994 we move back in time and do a chronological retake of the last hundred years of Indian 
art. This subsumes the first half which has been modified in the process of constructing a whole. There are 
additions and subtractions and sometimes a change of place of a work of art so as to reconfigure works in the 
present exhibition. All together now, there are about 300 works on display to make up this new exhibition: 
Hundred Years: From the N G M  Collection. 

The dovetailed parts of the exhibition should be seen together, preferably in one go. But I want to re-iterate that 
' 

there is  no desire to present a definitive History of Modem Indian Art-- nor is it possible to do so, given the 
fact that even a Collection such as the NGMA is inevitably incomplete, rich in one aspect, scanty in another and 
tardy with committing itself to the more non-consensual works of the contemporary period. 

The overarching title, Hundred Years, is not a strict index of chronological development in Indian art. Nor is 
there anything sacrosanct about the last hundred years ( and there will be a few paintings that will cross the 
artificial boundary of 1893 that rhymes with 1993). Therefore this deliberately chosen title is more a metaphor. 
Hundred Years is a condensation of the modern wherein it can be confirmed and questioned. ... And, as it 
happens, there .3 something alluring about the fact that we shall be recalling the last decade of two centuries; 
the nineties signal a turn of the century romance with nostalgia and change. 

Nothing serves the cause of investigation better than a point of view for seeing, refocussing, finding alternate 
perspectives. That is why even if it were possible it would not be useful to present a conclusive exhibition. A 
great part of the history of modern art in India not having been written--yet--what we can do best of all is to 
re-place and sometimes also dis-place the images and their attendant signs and meanings. Thus one begins to 
make out from the unmade meanings a historical argument. Which is the form of history I, at any rate, would 
privilege. 

In the exhibition notes of the first part of the exhibition I had made a case for catching the rhythm in the march 
of the modem ; for seeing the motif of the modem interlayered in the very unfolding, thereby seeming to suggest 
not only a smooth relay of styles but of the iconographies of modern India as well. There was some criticism, 
probably justified, that this made for a forced coherence and an tundifferentiated modem, a concept less 
historical and more morphological-- a history of forms. It n7as perhaps as though 1 was confirming some Indian- 
universal-modern language which gains strength from the very saga of the national state in a triumphal form. 
I had said in those notes: "Wherever there is a trans-formation in the motifs of the imagination, there is also the - 

conscious counterpart of a historical dynamic. And vice versa. This is what gives us 'a tradition of the modem' 
and we may put this on proof in a museum display. Here, walking through the galleries, one may experience 
(or question) our own often repeated claims about the self- sustaining energy of the modern movement in India." 

Even at the time however I was not content with presenting an easy narrative of the modem. In the very 
coherences --as in the first two galleries upstairs--there were contradictions at play. And considering how we 
tend to venerate the past and its ideologies, there were what might be considered quite rude juxtapositions: 
Nandalal Bose and his pupil KG Subramanyan disapproved of Jamini Roy and here they were placed together 
to understand whether that was justified. Just as in turn Roy was interspersed with Arnrita Sher-Gil in a later 
room to see what kind of full-bodied stylization was tried from the 1930's onward outside of Santiniketan. 
Ramkinker Baij, Santiniketan3s inadvertent modernist, was here seen using a heraldic language not unlike the 
proclaimed progressives, especially Husain. Not to speak of the temptation in the actual display of testing some 
tendentious views as in the Rabindranath Tagore rotunda--for in the very masquerade of his little images, 
Tagore invites a corresponding act of deconstruction. And so on.. . . 
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as n ams a rargerea energy in consequence. le second and now total exhibition some 
sense of text and context, leaving the modern buoyant in the upper galleries. Thus I now place the artists who 
can be called proto-modern -- that is to say, late ninteenth century versions of European neo-classicism or on 
the other hand positioned within the Indian cultural 'renaissance' and thus within the nationalist, largely 
classicist revivalism that goes with it-- side by side with artists who stand questioningly at the threshold of 
the modern recognizing the challenge. And I further wanted to put these two categories in relation to 
contemporaries who, having traversed the terrain of the modern, query it at the ideological or linguistic1 
pictorial level. I shall stop short of calling these artists post-modem but they are indeed artists whose language 
as well as iconography rupture the image of the modernists. For while, say, FN Souza may violate the image 
it will be formally re- aligned to make new staccato icons in the more homogenous age of the modem. Bhupen 
Khakhar, in contrast, who stands across the divide from the modern as such, will not tell a tale in composite 
imagery but must need bring it into the realm of narrative irony. Of parody even, so as to tell the tale and then 
to make it profound through a pathos that may admit the perverse as it does the sub-heroic and the absurd. 

One might say that the lower galleries present in fact a deliberate short-circuiting of the modern. And whereas 
there is no desire to suggest that the proto- modem coalesces with the post-modern there is an intention to make, 
for example, the proper study of the human form as in the classical fonnatting of a portrait in oils (R 
and Sher-Gil); or the elaboration of epic and mythological themes (Nandalal Bose); or the exposition 
(as in Binode Behari Mukherjee or Gopal Ghose landscape, e.g.), collide somewhat abruptly wit 
kitsch, or allegorical images in the narrative mode. I am referring, besides Khakhar to Gulam N 
Sheikh, A. Ramachandran, Ravinder Reddy etc.Here are artists who set themselves apart from the mo 
even that ambiguous and brief thing called the Jndian modem, which shows its strongly imagist, iconic 
compact and linguistically homogenous form in the upper galleries. I set up the display for a sublimin 
of that in the downstairs galleries, so as to test the nature of the categories we work with. 

The stylistic manouvres of contemporary Indian art do not fall into successive movements; instead 
dynamic based on the primacy of the image: the insistence on the iconic, the narrative, the lyric imai 
be representational and also abstract, that purports to be esoterically coded and mystical but which 
sometimes almost to the detriment of non-imagist or conceptual initiatives, highly saturated: in term! 
and its ornamental function, in terms of the numinous that is, as it were, nature's breath. 

There is an international 'look' in a good deal of contemporary Indian art but within the terms of wha 
call this highly conserved image. So that the dynamic of the modem that I speak about--or for that Lk.urrvA rl lv  

presently postmodern--operates on the basis of n~etaphoric and symbolic formations. The allegorical is second 
preference, atleast in the present Collection. But, then, so are other kinds of risk-taking moves into anti or 
transgressive art excluded; and even more so the conceptual, which may be a sign of subversion or an installation 
that re-defines the space of art itself. 

The absences in the exhibition and in the Collection include some of the artists I cherish most, and it misses 
works, some of them emphatically iconoclastic, that I would wish to see boldly enshrined in any exhibii 
conceive. But what is available reveals, in the way of a long ecanning view, the temperament, the ideolc 
and the chosen archetypes of contemporary Indian art. As for art in the making, it is always on the thres 
awaiting entry, if not in the portals of the National gallery then in the orbit of the viewers' recognitior 
traverses the larger domain of culture and politics, life and art. 
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GROUND FLOOR GALLE 

Room I (ground floor gatlesies) 
This is a room that celebrates the early use of oils in Indian art. Some magnificent Ravi Varma paintings are 
placed face to face with Amrita Sher-Gil who comes much later in time but makes up a continuity through the 
understanding of the easel format as through the proper study of the human figure; through the sensuous 
understanding of the medium of oil on canvas as through the rich use of pigment. A love of the human figure, 
its extreme vulnerability, helps Sher -Gil push her academicism (she got the gold medal for Young Grrls, 
exhibited at the Grand Salon Paris in 1932 when she was 19) into the post- Impressionist understanding of the 
sitter's subjectivity as also its iconic value. That in turn gains from a' turn ofthe century' orientalism that gives 
the figure ornamental delicacy 

In the room therc are also paintings by Pcstonji Bowmanji, Pithawala-and a large water colour by Hemen 
Mazumdar all of whom signal a continuih of the use of the European norm of life study into a Victorian mode 
of a coy and sauve representation, often casually called academic. In fact there may be, underneath the veneer, 
a new struggle with the image even as it is encroaching on an earlier aesthetic --of the Company school and 
various still quite lively remains of the folk and popular. This is a struggle to establish the presence of an 
individual with the simple use of a portrait convention but with an import such as we know Ravi Varma conveyed 
into the very heart ofthe modernizing process by hypothesizing an Indian identity as it might form within Indian 
nationalism. 

The artists in the room are: 
Ravi Varma ( 1848-1 906), Pestonji Bownanji (1 85 1 -1938), Pithawala (1 872- ), Hemen Mazumdar(l894- 
1943), Xavier Trinidad ( ) Sarada Ukil (1890-1940), Arnrita Sher-Gil (1913-194 1). 

[Note:The date of birth is mention& only once before the name of the artist. This, as also all other infomation 
in the captions of the exhibit, is taken from NGMA records.] 

Room 2 
This small room clusters together sets of Abanindranath Tagore's paintings in the orientalist mode one set 
relates to a delicate chinese handling; another to the well known quasi naturalist manner after Mughal 
miniatures; and another set to th:: curiouslj mixed nmdes of orientalism that became the conduit for a syncretic 
revivalism associated tuth Abani~drzl?atl~ 2nd the Bmgal School. There are two paintings of more pit atc 
fantasy that mticipate Rabindranath and engage i:l a kind of E ~ r c p e m  qnbolism that was to be f ~ ~ r n d  at the 
turn of the century in Europe. 

The artists in the room are: 
Abanindranath Tagore (1 871-1 94 l), Masoji Vinayak (1 897died?), K N Mazumdar(189 1-1 975), Sunyani 
Devi( ), Karitick Pyne (b. 193 1). 

Room 3 
This room has Sher Gil again, but of a later period. It evokes the painterly confidence, the bold articulation, the 
subject-matter, the material subjectivity that she developed after she had been but a few years in India. Her 
attempted classicism within the terms of realist-modernist parameters (due to her academic training and 
allegiance to inter-war realism) is now complicated by looking at Ajanta and Mughal miniatures and Basohli. 
But she is able to devise a superbly compact body presence of her main actors, most often women. And the warm 
suffusion of hues gives them, in the very familiarity of the genre, an aura. Her paintings hover somewhere 

"between genre, grand stylistic conventions, and the individual subject, and in this hovering is a hesitation. She 
is at the threshold of mdernism and she is judging for herself the means ofrepresentation befitting the unique 



position of the 'native woman of genius' in modern India. In the process she paradoxically decides to mask 
her own impetuous self with a persona given over to reverie, or rather to an actual impersonation sf the 
melancholic life of the traditional woman ..... I place Jarnini Roy alongside to demonstrate that these two artists, 
seemingly so different, are working somewhat in tandem in the matter of sensuous stylization that is fitted into 
the picture frame with such formal confidence and intimacy. 

The artists in the room are: 
Amrita Sher- Gil, Jamini Roy (1 887-1 972), and Dhanraj Bhagat (1 9 17- ). 

Room 4 
This is a room full ofoil paintings by the Santiniketan rebel, Rarnkinker Baij, and as you see him across the door 
from Sher- Gil you can gauge how unclassical he is, and how non-revivalist as well, when you glance back at 
Abanindranath and foward to a set of Nandalal Bose's paintings in the following room. While not declaring 
himself a modernist because this would be out of the question in the Santiniketan milieu even so late as 1940's 
onward (the period to which many of the displayed paintings belong); he is pushing a vocabulary that is patchy 
and eclectic, rough and ready, giving his quickly formed and executed image an interventionist quality no less 
avant- garde than Husain and Souza of the period. It is singularly radical in that he is turning an entire tradition 
of Bengal that, until the 1940's, leads the way in defining the Indianness of Indian art, a little awy.  He is 
disjuncting the norms of Indian painting from the inside as a tongue in cheek son of the soil. The persistent theme 
of the subalterns and women is treated with a kind of elan that is responsible but never solemn, committed but 
never pedantic. 

The artists in this room are: 
Ramkinker Baij (1910-1980), Bhabhesh Sanyal (b. 1902),Sailoz Mukhe jee (1908-1 960), and KH Ara (b. 19 14- 
1986). 

Room 5 
It includes Nandalal Bose's representation of A juna in a horizontal panel on silk and a series of tempera on 
paper 'cartoons7 for his mural on the walls of Kirti Mandir, Baroda. Executed in the late 1930's, these attempt 
iconic and epic themes, figuration that boasts of heroism as in the Mahabharata and demure grace as in the 
legendary bhaktini, Meerabai. These monumental works recall the nationalist drive, as it began to be articulated 
from Bankirnchandra Chatterjee onward, for changing what was seen to be the emasculated face of Hinduism. 
It is a masure of Nzndalat Bose7s civilizatioraal vision that rather than sticking safely to, say, Ajanta, or the 
classical perids of Indian sculpt~!re, 11s is using 'trans!ztion' tech~liques by deploying the radiant, emphaticatiy 
medieval aab quasi exotic Ta~kha image from Tibet By clmmsiilg to drav, oil a pictorial tradition with 
transmuted Chinese antecedents, there is, even if inadvertently, a rather tendentious act of rejuvenation in the 
'Hindu' image. h d  there is thus the working out of a sjncretic visual culture appropriate to his age. Here he 
works the monumental and decorative together to make a statement about the powerful divine that is descended 
to earth to perform necessary, even nationally usehl, deeds. Thus incense soaked icons may be transmuted into 
epic heroes of giant proportions fighting for a a good cause that is not yet perhaps tainted by crude machismo. 
This should, at any rate, be re-evaluated today in the contex- of right-wing Hindutva. 

On the opposite walls of this room are four Bombay painters who would be firmly prejudiced against the 
Santiniketan School and who yet find themselves using a vocabulay not so different perhaps: something of a 
constructed Indiamess from several art historical sources at once, all working to make a transition to a more 
modernist gestalt. Whether the subject-matter is lyric and my or startled as in the Laxrnan Pai painting, there 
is a curious carryover from Santiniketan to Bombay of a heritage: more precisely of an Indian version of 
orientalism; of an ornamentally composed picture. 

The artists in the room are: 
Nandalal Bose (1 883-1966), KK Hebbar(b. 191%) S B Palsikar (1917-1984), Mohan Samant (b. 1926),lL%xman 
Pa@. 1926). 



Room 6 
This is entirely a room of Gaganendranath Tagore showing through a close hanging of his gem-like pictures 
the kaleidoscopic nature of his little theatre ... descending the dark stainvell, ascending to the aviary and alighting 
with Rabindranth on the island of birds where the image is refracted seemingly as in Cubism ( a source 
sometimes overstated in his case) or its tributaries. Aware of the possibilities of its transmutations, 
Gaganendranath uses this mcdernist means to other more private and lyric ends that are, in the typical Tagore 
family fashion, aristocratically circumscribed. 

The artist in this room is: 
Gaganendranath Tagore (1 867- 1938) 

Room 7 
Rabindranath Tagore has a round room to himself the intimate theatrics continue from the Gaganendranath 
pictures to Rabindranath but the displaced images from the unconscious emerge the more dark in the case of 
Rabindranath. There is the madman in the soul that you see in masquerade here, and then there is an echo in 
the rotunda wherein his ghosts are chased around by the virtuosity of the poet himself, by his verse and song 
as ifLto which another Santiniketan artist's frail icon dances. 

Artists in the room are: 
Rabindranath Tagore (1 86 1-1 96 1) and Leela Mukhe rjee (b. 19 16). 

Room 8 
Signaled by h o  out of hundreds of landscapes Rabindranath painted in the last decade of his life, there is a 
corridor that shows examples of lmdscape painting as genre. From Jamini Roy's and Gopal Ghosh's little post- 
Impressionist, exercises to Sher- Gil's Fauvist Hillside, to more espressionist vistas of Souza, Akbar Padamsee 
and others with their Bombay1 Paris sensibility. Alongside there is another course, equa!ly correctly called 
genre: Binode Behari Mukhe rjee's composite orientaYoccidenta1 approach (carried out in series of drawings, 
paintings and scrolls not in the Collection), to Nandalal Bose's brush drawings in the Chinese manner. .. some 
of which are chosen from Bose's enormous oeuvre and placed beside Padamsee who is beholden to the oriental 
aesthetic as well. 

The artists in this corridor are: 
Jamini Roy, Binode Behari Mukhcjee (1904-1980), Nandalal Bose, Amrita Sher-Gil, Akbar Padamsee 
fb. 19281, F N Sourn @. l924), Harkrishm Ldl (b. 192 l),Paramjit Sin& @. 19351,and Prem Singh(b. 1943). 

Room 9 
These two rooms together mark a divide--not only from what has preceded them in the domstairs galleries 
but what will be seen in the upper galleries. In one room there are works that signal popular inversions beginning 
with Pop art devices and arriving at fantastical narratives, erotic allegories and kitsch icons: I am referring to 
Bhupen Khakhar's glowing icon of the man with plastic flowers, Gulam mohammed Sheikh's hallucinatory, 
moon-man's out-of-body experience and the ~,xperience of a perennially hovering angel's view of land and sky: 
picked up by cartwheeling figures in the gallery. There is L a m a  Goud's graphic nightmare, a 'calendar' of 
miniature bestiary; Bikash Bhattacharjee's and Ladi9s overt surrealist reference to toys, and and its paradoxical 
juxtaposition with Ravinder Reddy's gigantic doll. 

The artists in the room are: 
Vajubhai Bhagat (b.1915), PT Reddy (b.1915), Bhupen KhaSciaar (b. 1934), Gulam mohammed Sheikh (b. 
1937), Laxma Goud (b.1940), Bikash Bhattacha jee (b. 1940), Ravinder Reddy (b. 1956), Prithipal Singh Ladi 
(b. 1957), Jayashree Chakravarty (b. 1956), Jagdish Chandra (b.) 



Rosm 10 
6n the opposite room there is another set of artists, old and young together, who use a more expressionist base 
for their allegorical works--another vein along which contemporary narrative painting has proceeded in India: 
an early KCS Paniker chronicling life along the Malabar cuast--fo'oliowing on from the earlier uses by 
pioneering Indian artists of the great frescoes tradition of India, anticipating something of the contemporary 
genre depictions of the subaltern figure in younger artists-like Rirnzon, Ramesh and Savarkar in this room. 
There is the pressingly allegorical motif in Rarnachandran's Gandhari (which you can 'read' with reference 
to his 'master moshai' Nandalal Bose's Kirti Mandir exposition of epic themes); Vivan Sundaram's ironical 
picture of oriental seduction echoed in a caricature by Jaya Ganguly, Dilip Sur's large comic strip landscape 
and Rtmzon's male par;iah figure, again like a life size doll, here sitting naked and staring everything doun. 

The artists in this room are: 
KCS Paniker,(l911-1977), A. Rarnachandran ( b. 1935), Vivan Sundaram (b. 1943), NN Rimzon (b. 1957), 
Dilip Sur (b.1960), S.Savarkar(b. 1961), Jaya Ganguly (b.1958), V. Ramesh (b.1959). 

~ o o m  11 
The sculpture gallery, a narrow walking space of an arched corridor, is arranged according to European 
protocol: a collection of heads arrayed like the Romans except that in this case they are Latika Katt's strongly 
expressionist artist-teachers' portraits in bronze: Bendre, Somnath Hore and Jeram PateI. Against the opposite 
wall there is the big bosomed and exuberant Madhura Singh by Ramkinker Baij. The portraits are elbowed into 
the frame as it were by this near life size bronze peasant figure of Meera Mukhe rjee. It is followed on'the opposite 
&all by Zainul Abebin's drawing of a dead person's hand in a field, death by famine. 

In the next space there is u hat might be called a non-representational expression of the erotic: dark a d  fetishist 
as in the bumt wood sculptirra! relief of a hooded snalke deity by Satish Gujral, a sensuous play of absent bodies1 
shaped garments in a delicate terra-cotta relief by Subraxanyan, a deep golden phallic head by Himmat Shah. 
And hung at the end, in the centre of a high arch, the exhibition culminates with a gigantic totem : with the 
elaborately knotted rope deity Rttdra by Mrinalini Mukhe rjee. VoIuptuous in its protruding shape and fold and 
crevice of the tough purple- dyed fibre, you have to get round it to exit from the eastern galleries and wind your 
way up to upper floor where there is a continuous relay of themes and language of the Indian modem since the 
1930's. Before you ascend the stairs you will again see the sculptures in the magnificent central rotunda a tall 
white painted metal sculpture by Raghav Kaneria and Hirnmat Shah's powerfully minimalist reliefs that are tin 
moulds for a wa11 mural--both standing for the strongly modernist moment in Indian art in the 1960's. 

The artists in the gallery are: 
Rahinbranath Tagore, hmkinke r  Baij, Zainul Absdin ( ), Satish Gujral (b 1 !926), KG Subran~anyar~ 
(b. 1924), Meera Mukbe rjee (b. 1323), PV Janakiraman (b. 1930), Sarbari Roy Chon-d~ary (b. 1933), Himmat 
Shah (b.1933)' Latika Katt (b.l948),Mrinajini Mukherjee (b. 1949). In the dome w e r e  the staircase ascends, 
Raghav Kaneria (b. 1936), and Himmat Shah. 



UPPER GALLERIES 

There is always debate about periodizing in art history. But major turning points have to be located and I do 
so here marking off the 1930's as the point at which Indian art takes a firm turn into the modem. The upper 
galleries show the exhibition Re-View: 1930-1993 modified to become part of the total exhibition now titled 
Hundred Years. The 1930's coincides with what has been conventionally considered the period of the so-called 
'pioneers' of Indian art. The Indian modem is by this time gathering strength; it is something like a gathering 
storm in the entire arena of national cultural life, not least in terms of the definition of sovereignty itself. 

whither or not we wish to place art activity within a nationalist project, there is at work from the 1930es, 
historical agency which leads towards Independence at the political level. And it leads towards self definition, 
in terms that are manifestly modem, at the cultural level. Even when the modern itself is fiercely argued about 
and ideologically rejected by, for example, Mahatma Gandhi himself. 

Room 1 (upper galleries) 
There is a creative paradox at work precisely in what defines the Indian modern--Mahatma Gandhi it is who 
asked Nandalal Bose to paint and decorate the pandals at the Haripura session of the h&an National Congress 
in 1938. Nandalal Bose responded with painting well over a hundred small Haripura panels. Here he devised 
an iconography and style that visually speaks, through a lively cross-reference to folk and popular idioms, about 
Indian everyday lqe. This idiom remains an emblematic feature of Indian art; sometimes it has an expressionist 
aspect, sometimes it turns into genre painting, sometimes there is an inversion of the genre, as in the works of 
K.G. Subramanyan who I have placed with his Santiniketan mentors. 

Binode Behari Mukherjee is introduced in the beginning as x7ell, in reminiscence of the way the artisans and 
saints of medieval India are narrated in his epic scale mural in the Hindi Bhavan at Santiniketan in 1947-48. 
Binode Behari Mukherjee is a contemplative artist; he is interspersed in the introductory section not only with 
his master, Nandalal Bose, but also the Calcutta-based Jamini Roy. Jamini Roy is seen here to be working out 
a stylistics for a voluptuous body within a tightly fitting frame, the image itself referring to a folk and popular 
iconicity as in Kalighat pat, and to modernist devices of abbreviation at the same time. I place Jamini Roy with 
the Santiniketan artists as well as (in the ground floor galleries) ~ i t h  the romantically hallowed Arnrita Sher 
Gil suggesting that they are working more in tandem than will be usually recognized. 

The artists in this gallery are: 
Nandalal Bose, Jamini Roy, Binode Behari MuHlerjes, KG Subramanyan 

Room 2 22 3 
In continuation of the visual proposition at the beginning there are the liberationist works of Ram Kinker Baij, 
the village boy and volatile presence at Santiniketan who, ironically enough,.enters via that institution into the 
Indian art scene with a full- blown modernist vocabulary. As if without precedent, but also without peer, in the 
way he can take on the indigenous in the form of tribal labour in his stride and match itlwith the vigorously 
walking figure of the Mahatma (conceived, alas, only in a set of maquettes). 

To celebrate the 1930's and its relay of language into the contemporary, I place Ram Kinker Baij at several points 
in the exhibition--the viewer will already have seen a whole room in the ground floor galleries. One can see 
how much at home he is in the contemporary. If this looks like I am scrambling temporal categories, it is part 
of the intention here; it helps to pick up the strands of the interlayered motifs. For example you will see the 
compact motif of the peasant figure plucked out ripe, as it were, and celebrated by Maqbool Fida Husain from 
the beginning of his painterly career. Thus I place his seminal mural size Zarneen in the art historicall sequence 
built up from the 1930's. This sequence about the 'farmer's family' runs parallel to what is in social terms 
$ktually a nlarch of a rural society into an urban nation-with the heraldic signs of peasant life held aloft. And 
I-Iusain is in the vanguard of this representation through the coming decades. 



From here on there is a large representation of the artist' of the 1950's who are still, most of them, 
contemporaries at the top of the generational pyramid. These artists, wherever they may come from, are 
decidedly metropolitan. They deal with peasant themes to be sure but as memory, introducing urban struggle 
as a darker motif. Interspersing older and younger contemporaries, I show a number of paintings here, in these 
two galleries, that designate an Indian working class: as simple labour, as the poor, as the proletariat. They do 
so by and large within the ideology and stylistics of modernism proper which makes a romantic link between 
town and country through the subaltern body emblematically placed in the form of Prodosh Das Gupta's bronze. 

The artists in these two galleries are: 
Ramkinker Baij, MF Husain (b. 191 5), KS Kulkarni (b. 19 18), Paritosh Sen (b. 191 8): Prodosh Das Gupta (19 12- 
199 I), Bijon Choudhury (b.193 l), Ram Kumar (b. 1924), Krishen Khanna (b. 1925), Anupam Sud (b. 1944), 
Gieve Patel (b. 1940), Sudhir Patwardhan (b. 19491, Shamshad Husain (b. 1946), Vajubhai Bhagat, NS Bendre 
(19 10-1990's), Ganesh Pyne (b. 1937). 

Room 4 
With most artists of the 1950's generation, earlier and later works are included. in the case of Ram Kumar and 
Satish Gujral, for example, the image changes from working class anomie and monumental despair of the 
Partition to sweeping gestures of paint substance as such, and the arabesque of invented mythologies. 

And indeed mythology is the subtex-t of a lot of Indian art to this day which I introduce with Bendre as you turn 
the corner into a large room. 

Sometimes the myth is simply metaphor, playing up the pure imaginary of dream, as here in Husain's death 
image- as also in Napji Patel's small, tender, black marble lamb lying on the ground below. The imaginary is 
overpowering in the monumental paintings of Jogen Chowlhury and Manjit Bawa, and in the large floor 
sculpture of Ravinder Reddy of a happily sleeping couple. 

The artists in this room are: 
MF Husain, KG Subramanyan, KH Ara, Jogen Chowdhury (b. 1939), Manjit Bawa (b.1941), Amitava Das 
(b. 1947), Nagji Patel (b. 1937), Arpana Cour (b. ), Gogi Saroj Pal (b. 1945), Ravinder Reddy. 

Room 5 
There is here a large, operatic, enormously vivacious Madhvi Farekh held by a characteristically serene 
PrdAmkar Barwe and surro.~rrded br Ved Nq.ar, Sanjiv Sinha, Manu @-are!&; Satish Gujral a d  others. ail of 
!ahom you see one after anollzer ir, a kind of acrobatic elan -- fo!lovmg Llanji'c Ban-a's tumblers in the previous 
room. Dream, mythology, visual puns and linguistic wit are often rdled into one giving a peculiar pictorial 
buoyancy to conternpora~ Etldian art. 
The artists in this gallery are: 
VedNayar (b. 1933), Zai Zharotia (b. 1945), Kanchan Chandra (b. 1957), Sanjiv Sinha (b. 1963), Madhvi Parekh 
(b. 1942), Prabhakar Barwe (b. 1936), K.Mur1idharan (b. 1954), Manu Parekh (b. 1940), Satish Gujral. 

Room 6 
This gallery is designed to pick up the linguistic devices developing from a metaphorical imagery, yielding to 
semi-figurative but othenlise largly gestural abstraction: grids, closely woven allover pattern that push at the 
frame of the picture, ornamental structures and the taschiste predilection for the painterly trace--these are 
presented to indicate the formal vocabulary of a good deal of Indian art. 

The artists in this gallery are: 
Jatin Das (b. 1941), Nareen Kath (b. 1937), PGopinath (b. 1948), SR Bhushan (b. 1938), Jehangir Sabavala 
(b. 1922), Vijay Mohan (b. I947), Ai-pita Singh (b. 1937), Krishna Reddy (b. 1925). 



Room 7 
This is a gallery dedicated to J.Swamkthan. on the works in the Collection, it attempts to make a small 
round chapel in his memory. The luminous m?our, the predominant yelllow that appears like light and the motif 
s f  the tree step and bird that were enshrined in his work as a personal iconography are here set in a rotating space 
with a now Wed but still seminal painting in the informal and ambiguous language of Tantra placed frontally 
like a weathered icon 

The artists in the gallery are : 
J Swaminathan (1 928- 1993), S G Vasudevan (b. 194 I), K. Achuthan 
(b. 1945). 

Room 8 
The features of the preceding galleries are picked up again: on the one hand the more hard core neo- Tantrik 
works of its well known exponents, Santosh, Om Prakash, Haridasan with related works that both ex3end and 
parody and, as it were, deconstruct the coded image: such as Biren De, Paniker, PT Reddy, Raza, Jeram Patel, 
with the dissolving surface of an Arnba das.... There is a characteristically sublime drawing by Nasreen 
Mohamedi flanked with a related work by Vishvanadhan and another by Palianappan who, in their own way, 
transfigure the metriphysics of abstraction into a mathematical diagram. 

Artists in this gallery are: 
PT Reddy (b. 1915), Haridasan (b. 1937), Om Prakash Sharma (b. 1932), GR Santosh (b. 1929), Jeram Patel 
(b. 1930), Rameshwar Broota (b. 1941), Biren De (b. 1926), SH Ram (b. 1922), Shobha Broota (b. 1943), 
Ambadas (b.1922), KCS Paniker, Vishvanadhan (b.1940), Nasreen Mohamedi (1937-1990), Palianappan 
(b. 1957). 

Room 9 
Thence we move to the more overtly existential choices of expression. A thickened imagery churned from 
reverie as in the painting of KCS Paniker along with darker social forces such as in the huge derelict woman 
from New York painted by Paritosh Sen. Interspersed are younger artists9 works, as for example CS Douglas 
and Rekha Rodwittya and Alex Mathew. It is, expectedly of course, in this idiom that the violence and pain of 
contemporary existence are expressed -- for example in the early Satish Gujral-- as also the grotesqueries of 
eroticism and sin thrown up by the intrepid Francis Newton Souza. And then there is the expressionist gesture 
as such: a gesture that traverses the mbig~ous domain of re- presentation, placing the artist as subject through 
his or her presence in the w2jl it is marked 012 the sttrface of the camas: see three richly painted juxt~positions 
: Krishen Kkama, Bal Cthabdra and Ram. 

There are four sculptures of Baij, including two versions of the striding Gandhi mentioned earlier. 

The artists in this gallery are: 
Rarninker Baij, Binode Behari Mukhe rjee, Francis Newton Souza (b. 1924), KCS Paniker, Satish Gujral, Rekha 
Rodcvittya (b. 1958), CS Douglas (b. 195 I), SH Raza, Bal Chhabda (b. 1923), Krishen Khanna, Robin Mandal 
(b. 1932), Paritosh Sen, Alex Matkew (b. 1957), N. Pushpamala (b. 1957). 



The last room in the upper galleries ends with wide spaced, informal and lyric abstraction with a primary interest 
in the picture surface. 'Fhis is emblmtically recalied in the Three Graces by Mohan Samant, and carried on 
in different ways in the work of Gaitonde, Ramkumar, Padarnsee, Dhawan, Prabhakar Kolte and others. Two 
abstract sculptues, one by Sankho Chaudhary another by the Ramesh Bateria indicate the parallel developments 
in stone and metal. These inflected surfaces are placed face to face with the analytic ambitions of visual 
language in the monumental triptych of Tyeb Mehta. In the juxtaposition, there is a proposition as to the business 
of coding/ decoding the visual image-taught on the one hand by Cubism and, shall we say alternatively, by 
esoteric systems like Tantra. I place Tyeb Mehta's triptych with its commanding presence as an example of 
how the energies of an arch modernist of Indian art, dealing with a ritual and performative event in a language 
that deconstructs itself as it proceeds, can be seen to be carried out with both rigour and elan. 

The artists in the galleq are: 
Tyeb Mehta (b.1925), Biren De, Prabhakar Banve, Jeram Patel, RK Dhawan (b. 1936), Gaitonde (b.1924), 
Mohan Samant (b.1926), Ramkumar, Akbar Padamsee, Sankho Chowdhary (b. 1916), Prabhakar Kolte 
(b. 1946), Ramesh Pateria (1937-1992), Akhilesh (b. 1956). 


